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This paper develops an approach to the evaluation of Euler

sums that involve harmonic numbers, either linearly or non-

linearly. We give explicit formulæ for several classes of Euler

sums in terms of Riemann zeta values. The approach is based

on simple contour integral representations and residue com-

putations.

1. INTRODUCTIONHarmonic numbers and their generalizations areclassically de�ned byHn � H(1)n := nXj=1 1j ; H(r)n := nXj=1 1jr :The subject of this paper is Euler sums, which arethe in�nite sums whose general term is a product ofharmonic numbers of index n and a power of n�1.It has been discovered in the course of the yearsthat many Euler sums admit expressions involving�nitely the \zeta values", that is to say values ofthe Riemann zeta function,�(s) := 1Xj=1 1jsat the positive integers. Typical evaluations to bediscussed here are shown at the top of the nextpage.Euler started this line of investigation in thecourse of a correspondence with Goldbach begin-ning in 1742 (see [Berndt 1989, p. 253] for a dis-cussion) and he was the �rst to consider the linearsums, Sp;q := 1Xn=1 H(p)nnq : (1–1)
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16 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 1(a) Xn�1 Hnn2 = 2�(3); Xn�1 Hnn3 = 54�(4); Xn�1 Hnn4 = 3�(5) � �(2)�(3)(b) Xn�1 H(2)nn4 = �(3)2 � 13�(6)(c) Xn�1 H(2)nn5 = 5�(2)�(5) + 2�(3)�(4)� 10�(7)(d) Xn�1 (Hn)2n5 = 6�(7) � �(2)�(5)� 52�(3)�(4)(e) Xn�1 (Hn)3n4 = 23116 �(7)� 514 �(3)�(4) + 2�(2)�(5)(f) Xn�1 (Hn)4(n+ 1)3 = 1858 �(7)� 432 �(3)�(4) + 5�(2)�(5)(g) Xn�1 (Hn)3n5 � 114 Xn�1 H(2)nn6 = 46932 �(8)� 16�(3)�(5) + 32�(2)�(3)2:Typical evaluations of Euler sums.Euler, whose investigations were to be later com-pleted by Nielsen [1906], discovered that the linearsums have evaluations in terms of zeta values inthe following cases: p = 1; p = q; p+ q odd; p+ qeven but with the pair (p; q) being restricted to a�nite set of so-called \exceptional" con�gurationsf(2; 4); (4; 2)g. Of these cases, the one correspond-ing to p= q is obvious given the symmetry relationsSp;q + Sq;p = �(p)�(q) + �(p+ q); (1–2)while the other ones correspond to essentially non-trivial identities, of which examples (a), (b), (c)at the top of page 16 are typical. Rather extensivenumerical search for linear relations between linearEuler sums and polynomials in zeta values [Baileyet al. 1994] strongly suggest that Euler found allthe possible evaluations of linear sums.The next objects of interest are the nonlinearsums, involving products of at least two harmonicnumbers. Let � = (�1; : : : ; �k) be a partition ofinteger p into k summands, so that p= �1+� � �+�k

and �1 � �2 � : : : � �k. The Euler sum of index�; q is de�ned byS�;q = 1Xn=1 H(�1)n H(�2)n � � �H(�k)nnq ;the quantity q+�1+� � �+�k being called the weightand the quantity k being the degree. As usual,repeated summands in partitions are indicated bypowers, so that for instanceS12235;q = S112225;q = 1Xn=1 (Hn)2(H(2)n )3H(5)nnq :In the past, a few basic nonlinear sums have beenevaluated thanks to their relations to the Eule-rian beta integrals or to polylogarithms [de Doelder1991]. Recently, a detailed numerical search con-ducted by Bailey, Borwein, and Girgensohn [Baileyet al. 1994] has revealed the existence of many sur-prising evaluations like examples (e) and (f) at thetop of page 16. Some of these have since received



Flajolet and Salvy: Euler Sums and Contour Integral Representations 17a due proof and for instance the paper [Borweinet al. 1995] gives explicit formul� forS12;q = 1Xn=1 (Hn)2nqwhenever the weight q+ 2 is odd (see example (d)at the top of page 16), and an explicit reduction toS2;q when the weight is even.The situation regarding explicit evaluations ofEuler sums is at �rst sight rather puzzling. Someevaluations appear to generalize and form an in�-nite class|like S12;q above|while others seem tovanish mysteriously as soon as the weight exceedsa certain threshold. For instance, no �nite for-mula in terms of zeta values is likely to exist forthe cubic sums S13;q or the quartic sums S14;q ofan odd weight exceeding 10, while S13;4; S14;3 (ex-amples (e) and (f) at the top of page 16) or eventhe septic S17;2 do reduce to zeta values [Baileyet al. 1994]. This suggests the existence of both\general" classes of evaluations and \exceptional"evaluations.A recent approach, exempli�ed by [Ho�man 1992;Zagier 1994] sheds a new light on these phenom-ena. It is based on considering the multiple zetafunctions de�ned by�(a1; a2; : : : ; al) := Xn1<n2<���<nl 1na11 na22 � � �nall ;where a1 + � � � + al is called the weight and l isthe multiplicity. (We follow here the conventionsof [Zagier 1994; Crandall and Buhler 1994] whileother references, such as [Borwein et al. 1995], de-�ne multiple zetas using the opposite convention,n1 > n2 > � � � > nl;in summations. The two presentations are trivialvariants of each other, obtained one from the otherby changing the order of the arguments.) EveryEuler sum of weight w and degree k is clearly a Q -linear combination of multiple zeta values (that is,values of multiple zeta functions at integer argu-ments) of weight w and multiplicity at most k+1.

In other words, multiple zeta values are \atomic"quantities into which Euler sums decompose. Con-sequently, a complete model for the linear relationsinvolving the multiple zeta values would yield a fulldecision procedure for determining whether anyparticular Euler sum admits a complete evaluationin terms of (single) zeta values.A conjecture of Zagier, discussed later, statesthat the dimension dw of the Q -linear space gener-ated by the 2w�2 multiple zeta values of weight wincreases roughly like 1:32w. In contrast the num-ber �w of weight-homogeneous monomials in zetavalues of weight w is much smaller asymptotically,being only eO(pw). Thus, a priori, only a smallfraction of quantities expressible in terms of mul-tiple zetas should reduce to polynomials in (sin-gle) zeta values. However, initially, the di�erencedw��w is small and even equal to 0 for some of thelow weights, f3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 9g. As a consequence, anyEuler sum of odd weight at most 9 must reduce tozeta values. The multiple zeta model therefore ex-plains well the presence of exceptional evaluationsof Euler sums that appear in this perspective to beunavoidable artefacts of low weight.A characteristic aspect of the multiple zeta modelis that it may predict relations but does not ingeneral provide explicit formul�. This is where we�t in. Our approach is based on contour integralrepresentations. It is directed at Euler sums thatare particular \nonatomic" combinations of multi-ple zeta values, having almost complete symmetry.When applicable, this approach does not requireinverting collections of linear relations, which maybe rather di�cult to do for a whole class of sums asexempli�ed by [Borwein et al. 1995; Borwein andGirgensohn 1996].Euler sums and multiple zetas have connectionswith many branches of mathematics; see especially[Zagier 1994]. Broadhurst (see [Borwein and Gir-gensohn 1996]) encountered them in relation withFeynman diagrams and associated knots in per-turbative quantum �eld theory. They also surfaceoccasionally in combinatorial mathematics: evalu-ation (a) at the top of page 16 serves to analyze the



18 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 1distribution of node degrees in quadtrees [Flajoletet al. 1995; Labelle and Laforest 1995] while alter-nating Euler sums make an appearance in the anal-ysis of lattice reduction algorithms [Daud�e et al.1997].The basic techniques of this paper, beyond theCauchy{Lindel�of contour integrals of Lemma 2.1,have been worked out in an experimental mannerusing the computer algebra system Maple. Thissystem \knows" the expansions of all the specialfunctions needed here, and it has been used thor-oughly in order to extract minimal kernels andsummation formul�, of which those shown in thebox on page 24 are typical. Certainly, the inten-sive computations required by Section 6 (see The-orem 6.1 and Table 2) could not have been carriedout manually, in view of the number of equationsinvolved. In return, the summation formul� of thispaper (like those on page 24) could very well be en-capsulated as templates in a general purpose sum-mation package. Section 8 points in this directionand lists several types of sums that can now becomputed mechanically using the approach of thispaper.
2. GENERAL SUMMATIONSContour integration is a classical technique for eval-uating in�nite sums by reducing them to a �nitenumber of residue computations. For instance, theeasy identity2 1Xn=1 (�1)nn2 + 1 = 2�e� � e�� � 1can be derived transparently from a residue com-putation of the integral12i� Z �sin�s dss2 + 1over a circle centred at the origin and whose radiusis taken arbitrarily large. The residues at the poless = �n with n 6= 0 generate the left-hand side ofthe equality, while the poles at s = 0;�i yield theexplicit form appearing on the right. (Of course,

many other techniques can be employed to derivethis identity, including Poisson's summation for-mula or Mittag-Le�er expansions of trigonometricfunctions.)This summation mechanism is formalized by alemma that goes back to Cauchy and is nicely de-veloped throughout [Lindel�of 1905]. We de�ne akernel function �(s) by the two requirements: �(s)is meromorphic in the whole complex plane; �(s)satis�es �(s) = o(s) over an in�nite collection ofcircles jzj = �k with �k ! +1.
Lemma 2.1 (Cauchy, Lindelöf). Let �(s) be a kernelfunction and let r(s) be a rational function whichis O(s�2) at in�nity . ThenX�2ORes(r(s)�(s))s=� = �X�2SRes(r(s)�(s))s=�

(2–1)where S is the set of poles of r(s) and O is the setof poles of �(s) that are not poles of r(s). HereRes(h(s))s=� denotes the residue of h(s) at s = �.
Proof. It su�ces to apply the residue theorem to12i� Z(1) r(s)�(s) ds;where R(1) denotes integration along large circles,that is, the limit of integrals Rjsj=�k . See also thediscussion in [Henrici 1974, x 4.9], where a kernelfunction is called a summatory function. �This formula does have the character of a summa-tory formula since the set O of poles of an irrationalkernel �(s) (called the \ordinary poles") is in�nite,while the set S of poles of a rational function r(s)(the \special poles") is necessarily �nite. We alsode�ne the special residue sum to be the �nite sumR[�(s)r(s)] := X�2S[f0gRes(�(s)r(s))s=�:The amalgamation of 0 to the special poles isjust a notational convenience dictated by the fre-



Flajolet and Salvy: Euler Sums and Contour Integral Representations 19quent need to isolate 0 in summatory formul�.Then (2{1) is rephrased asX�2Onf0gRes(r(s)�(s))s=� = �R[�(s)r(s)]:Let [(s � �)r]h(s) denote the coe�cient of the(s � �)r term in the Laurent expansion of h(s) ats = �. Residues are Laurent coe�cients, and assuch they are computable like Taylor coe�cients,sinceRes(h(s))s=� = [(s� �)�1]h(s)= [(s� �)r�1](s� �)rh(s);if r is the order of the pole of h(s) at s = �. Inother words, the special residue sum is always de-termined by a few Taylor series expansions takenat a �nite collection of points.We make here an essential use of kernels involv-ing the  function. The  function [Whittaker andWatson 1927] is the logarithmic derivative of theGamma function, (s) = dds log �(s) = � � 1s + 1Xn=1� 1n � 1n+ s�
(2–2)and it satis�es the complement formula (s)�  (�s) = �1s � � cot �s;as well as an expansion at s = 0 that involves thezeta values: (s) +  = �1s + �(2)s� �(3)s2 + � � � : (2–3)From classical expansions and the properties justrecalled of the  function, one has at an integer nthe expressions listed on the top of the next page.Each of these functions, or any of its derivatives, isO(jsj") on circles of radius n+ 12 (with n a positiveinteger) centred at the origin. Consequently, anypolynomial form in� cot �s; �sin�s;  (j)(�s) (2–4)

is itself a kernel function with poles at a subset ofthe integers. The purpose of this paper is preciselyto investigate the power of such kernels in connec-tion with summatory formul� and Euler sums.We shall impose throughout two conditions onthe rational function r(s):(i) r(s) is O(s�2) at in�nity,(ii) r(s) has no pole in Z n f0g: (2–5)Condition (i) is necessary for absolute convergenceof the sums; condition (ii) is only a minor technicalrequirement. A direct use of the kernels of (2{4)then yields the summatory formul�1Xn=1 r(n) = �R�r(s)( (�s) + )�; (2–6)1Xn=1(r(n) + r(�n)) = �R�r(s)� cot �s�; (2–7)1Xn=1(�1)n(r(n) + r(�n)) = �Rhr(s) �sin�si; (2–8)of which the last two are classical [Henrici 1974,x 4.9]. The kernels are  (�s) + , � cot �s, and�= sin �s, as is apparent from the argument of thespecial residue sum. Clearly, equalities (2{7) and(2{8) become trivial if the rational function r(s)is odd, and such parity phenomena surface recur-rently in Euler sums evaluation.A more interesting kernel is ( (�s)+)2, whoseresidues at the positive integers generate harmonicnumbers since( (�s) + )2 �s!n 1(s� n)2 + 2Hn 1s� n + � � � :In that case, under the conditions of (2{5), we �nd2 1Xn=1 r(n)Hn + 1Xn=1 r0(n)= �R�r(s)( (�s) + )2�; (2–9)as results directly from the singular expansion ofthe kernel (see box at the top of page 20). Thus,



20 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 1� cot �s =s!n 1s� n � 2 1Xk=1 �(2k)(s� n)2k�1�sin�s =s!n (�1)n� 1(s� n) + 2 1Xk=1(1� 21�2k)�(2k)(s� n)2k�1� (�s) +  =s!n 1s� n +Hn + 1Xk=1 �(�1)kH(k+1)n � �(k + 1)�(s� n)k; if n � 0 (�s) +  =s!�n Hn�1 + 1Xk=1 �H(k+1)n�1 � �(k + 1)�(s+ n)k if n > 0 (p�1)(�s)(p� 1)! =s!n 1(s� n)p�1 + (�1)pXi�p � i� 1p� 1���(i) + (�1)iH(i)n �(s� n)i� if n � 0; p > 1 (p�1)(�s)(p� 1)! =s!�n (�1)pXi�0 �p� 1 + ip� 1 ���(p+ i)�H(p+i)n�1 �(s+ n)i if n > 0; p > 11sq =s!n Xj�0 (�1)j�q + j � 1q � 1 �(s� n)jnq+j if n 6= 0; q 2 Z+Local expansions of basic kernels.by (2{6){(2{8) and (2{9), any sum whose generalterm is the product of the harmonic number Hnand a rational function r(n) reduces to a �nite com-bination of values of the  function and its deriva-tives taken at a �nite set of points. Instantiatingthis treatment to the class of functions r(s) = s�q,with q an integer � 2, produces a formula alreadyknown to Euler.
Theorem 2.2 (Euler). For integer q � 2,S1;q � 1Xn=1 Hnnq= (1 + q2)�(q + 1)� 12 q�2Xk=1 �(k + 1)�(q � k):
Proof. A direct consequence of the summatory for-mula (2{9) and the expansion (2{3). �Special values are given in example (a) at the topof page 16.

The treatment just developed of the simplest Eu-ler sums is typical. For the case when r(s) = s�q,only one residue needs to be determined, and theresidue computation is strictly equivalent to a coef-�cient extraction. Given that the kernels employedthroughout this paper are polynomials in  and re-lated trigonometric functions, the expressions ob-tained are invariably weight-homogeneous convo-lutions of zeta values. In addition, the degree ofthe kernel employed (that is itself suggested by thenature of each Euler sum considered) dictates themultiplicity of the convolution formul� that areobtained by this process.
Alternative ApproachesFollowing a suggestion by a referee, we briey dis-cuss some of the many approaches that have beendeveloped regarding Euler sums. Partial fractionexpansions of the Euler{Nielsen{Markett type (see[Nielsen 1906; Markett 1994; Borwein and Girgen-



Flajolet and Salvy: Euler Sums and Contour Integral Representations 21sohn 1996]) are instrumental is providing relations.Identities of low weight can sometimes be provedby special integral representations and functionalproperties of polylogarithms [de Doelder 1991].Amongst more general methods, we mention or-thogonality and summatory formul�. A recent pa-per [Crandall and Buhler 1994] derives the linearrelations of Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 using orthogonal-ity on the unit circle and the polylogarithmic seriesPn e2i�nx=n�. This technique is reminiscent of thePoisson summation formula, but the extension toEuler sums of higher degree might be di�cult giventhe scarcity of explicit Fourier transforms involv-ing nonlinear forms in the  -function. A di�erenttype of orthogonality was suggested by a refereewho proposed a Mellin{Perron type of formula,Xn>m 1namb = 12�(a+ b)= 12i� Z c+i1c�i1 �(a� s)�(b+ s)dss(for some suitable c). Its possible use is howeverstill unclear to us since the integrand has only 3poles at s= 0, a�1, 1�b, while evaluations of Eulersums generally involve more than three terms.Our paper is on the other hand very close to theEuler{Maclaurin summation formula, especially itscomplex version due to Abel and Plana [Henrici1974, p. 274]:1Xn=0 f(n) = 12f(0) + Z 10 f(x) dx+ iZ 10 f(iy)� f(�iy)e2�y � 1 dy:This formula is proved [Henrici 1974; Lindel�of 1905]using the trigonometric kernel � cot �s in the styleof Lemma 2.1. The goal of this paper is preciselyto illustrate the versatility of nonlinear  -kernelsthat do not seem to have surfaced in the literaturedespite their simplicity and their power as regardsnonlinear Euler sums. An instance of this fact isthe solution of the cubic conjectures of [Bailey et al.

1994] given by Corollary 5.2. Also, in Theorems 4.1and 5.1 and in the box on page 24, such kernels areneeded since purely trigonometric kernels only giveaccess to a small subset of Euler sums, a fact con-�rmed by parity considerations as well as by theclassi�cation of kernels given in Section 6.
3. LINEAR EULER SUMSNielsen [1906], elaborating on Euler's work, provedby a method based on partial fraction expansionsthat every linear sum Sp;q whose weight p + q isodd is expressible as a polynomial in zeta values.To give an idea of the method [Nielsen 1906, p. 50],we show that S1;2 = 2�(3), an equality expressedin terms of double zetas as �(1; 2) = �(3). We have�(1; 2) = X0<a<n 1an2 = X0<a<n 1(n�a)n2= X0<a<n� 1an2+� 1a2(n�a)� 1a2n�= ��(1; 2)+X0<a 1a2��11� 1a+1�+�12� 1a+2�+ � � ��;where the second line results from a partial frac-tion expansion and the last equality from series re-arrangements. The last sum telescopes and yields�(1; 2) = ��(1; 2) + ��(1; 2) + �(3)�:This example is typical. In general the methodprovides linear relations between the Sp;q of thesame weight and quadratic forms in zeta functions,from which a constructive (but not clearly explicit)reduction to zeta values can be derived. D. and J.Borwein and R. Girgensohn [Borwein et al. 1995]have succeeded in \inverting" the Euler{Nielsen re-lations by means of combinatorial matrix decom-positions. We show here how to rederive directlythe explicit evaluations of that paper.
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Theorem 3.1 [Borwein et al. 1995]. For an odd weightm= p+q, the linear sums are reducible to zeta val-ues,1Xn=1 H(p)(n)nq= �(m)� 12�(�1)p2 �m�1p ��(�1)p2 �m�1q ��+1�(�1)p2 �(p)�(q)+(�1)p bp=2cXk=1 �m�2k�1q�1 ��(2k)�(m�2k)+(�1)p bq=2cXk=1 �m�2k�1p�1 ��(2k)�(m�2k);where �(1) should be interpreted as 0 wherever itoccurs.
Proof. In the context of this paper, the theoremresults from applying the kernel12� cot(�s) (p�1)(�s)(p� 1)! ;to the base function r(s) = s�q. The only singular-ities are poles at the integers. At a negative integer�n the pole is simple and the residue is(�1)m2nq ��(p)�H(p)n + 1np�:At a positive integer n, the pole has order p + 1and the residue is12nq (H(p)n ��(p))+(�1)p�m�1p � 12nm+1+(�1)p2nq �(p)�(�1)p bp=2cXk=1 �m�2k�1p�2k � �(2k)nm�2k :

Finally the residue of the pole of order m+ 1 at 0is found to be(�1)p2 �m�1q ��(m)+ (�1)p+1 bq=2cXk=1 �m� 2k � 1p� 1 ��(2k)�(m� 2k):Summing these three contributions yields the state-ment of the theorem. �For even weights, a modi�ed form of the identityholds, but without any linear Euler sum occurring.This gives back well-known nonlinear relations be-tween zeta values at even arguments. In this caseof even weight w, there also exist relations betweenlinear sums. The kernels�j(s) = � (j)(�s)�2 (3–1)applied to s�q yield further relations. (For j = 1; 2,the general summation formul� are given in (S4)and (S5) of the box on page 24.) When specializedto r(s) = s�q, the kernel �j yields linear relationsbetween S2j+1;q; S2j;q+1; : : : ; Sj+1;q+j (3–2)and polynomials in zeta values that are of a shapesimilar to the Euler{Nielsen relations. This givesthe reductionsS3;q 7! S2;q+1;S5;q 7! fS2;q+3; S4;q+1g;S7;q 7! fS2;q+5; S4;q+3; S6;q+1g;and so on. Such relations are to be complementedby the symmetry relations (1{1).Identity (c) in the box of page 16 is an evalua-tion that is typical of odd weight identities. Forthe exceptional even weights f4; 6g, the symmetry



Flajolet and Salvy: Euler Sums and Contour Integral Representations 23relations give S2;2 and S3;3, whence, by (S4); (S5)of page 24, all linear sums,1Xn=1 H(2)nn2 = 74�(4);1Xn=1 H(3)nn3 = 12�2(3) + 12�(6);1Xn=1 H(2)nn4 = �(3)2 � 13�(6):For the next even weights, we obtain relations fromwhich it results, again in conjunction with the sym-metry relations, that the setsfS2;6g; fS2;8g; fS2;10g; fS2;12; S4;10gare su�cient to express linearly all linear sums ofweights 8; 10; 12; 14 (modulo zeta values). For in-stance, we have the relations5 1Xn=1 H(2)nn6 + 2 1Xn=1 H(3)nn5 = � 214 �(8) + 10�(3)�(5);7 1Xn=1 H(2)nn8 + 2 1Xn=1 H(3)nn7 = � 332 �(10)+14�(3)�(7) + 8�(5)2;7 1Xn=1 H(2)nn8 � 2 1Xn=1 H(4)nn6 = � 22710 �(10)+14�(3)�(7) + 10�(5)2:Zagier [1994], by means of an analogy with thetheory of modular forms, and Borwein et al. [1995],by exploiting directly the Euler{Nielsen relations,have shown that the linear relations of even weightdetermine all but b(w � 2)=6c of the linear Eulersums that are thus considered to be \new" con-stants.
Note on the choice of kernels. The kernels are ratherdirectly related to the quantities subject to sum-mation. As we have seen, the residues of ( (�s)+)2 generate the harmonic numbers, so that sumsinvolving Hn should be represented by integralsinvolving this kernel, in accordance with (S3) ofpage 24. The kernel  0(�s)2 similarly introduces

H(2)n and H(3)n and thus generates relation (S4) thatinvolves two types of harmonic numbers. Further-more, by combining formul� for r(s) and r(�s),the terms involving H(3)n disappear when r(s) is anodd function; the use of � cot �s as replacementfor one factor of  0(�s) precisely has the e�ect ofachieving such a combination. Thus a sum likePH(2)n r(n) becomes reducible when r(s) is an oddfunction. Similar observations dictate the choice ofkernels throughout this paper as is illustrated bythe boxes on pages 24 and 26.
4. QUADRATIC EULER SUMSStarting from an observation of E. Au-Yeung thatS12;2 = 1Xn=1 (Hn)2n2 = 174 �(4);Borwein et al. [1995] have given a general reductionof the quadratic sums S12;q to double sums, whichin turn entails a complete evaluation in terms ofsingle zeta values for odd weight. These sums areclosely related to derivatives of the Eulerian betaintegral. We show here a direct derivation of thereductions by means of  kernels that provides inpassing general summatory formul� for sums in-volving (Hn)2. (See also the box on page 24 andSection 8.)
Theorem 4.1 [Borwein et al. 1995]. For all weights,the quadratic sums S12;q reduce to linear sums andpolynomials in zeta values:S12;q�S2;q = qS1;q+1� q(q + 1)6 �(q+2)+ �(2)�(q):
Proof. The proof is based on the cubic kernel�(s) = ( (�s) + )3and the usual residue computation. When appliedto an arbitrary rational function r(s) satisfying(2{5), it yields the summatory formula (S7) in thebox on page 24. The specialization to r(s) = s�qgives the statement. �



24 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 1(S1) 1Xn=1 r(n) = �R�r(s)( (�s) + )�(S2) 2 1Xn=1 r0(n) = �R�r0(s)� cot �s�(S3) 2 1Xn=1 r(n)Hn + 1Xn=1 r0(n) = �R�r(s)( (�s) + )2�(S4) �4 1Xn=1H(3)n r(n) + 2 1Xn=1H(2)n r0(n) + 1Xn=1�4�(3)r(n) + 2�(2)r0(n) + 16r000(n)�= �R�r(s)( 0(�s))2�(S5) 48 1Xn=1H(5)n r(n)� 24 1Xn=1H(4)n r0(n) + 4 1Xn=1H(3)n r00(n)+ 1Xn=1��48�(5)r(n)� 24�(4)r0(n)� 4�(3)r00(n) + 130r(v)(n)� = �R�r(s)( 00(�s))2�(S6) 2 1Xn=1H(2)n r1(n) + 1Xn=1� 12r001 (n)� 2�(2)r1(n)� r1(n)n2 � = �R�r1(s) 0(�s)� cot(�s)�(S7) 3 1Xn=1 r(n)(Hn)2 � 3 1Xn=1 r(n)H(2)n + 3 1Xn=1Hnr0(n) + 1Xn=1�12r00(n)� 3r(n)�(2)�= �R�r(s)( (�s) + )3�General summatory formul� resulting from kernels (last column) that are polynomial forms in  functions.Here r(s), r0(s), and r1(s) denote rational functions that satisfy the conditions or (2{5), with additionally r0(s)even and r1(s) odd. Cubic formul� are given in the proof of Theorem 5.1.In Theorem 4.1, for even weights � 8, only S1;q+1reduces to zeta values. For odd weights, both S1;q+1and S2;q reduce to zeta values, hence a completeevaluation. We have, for small odd weight,1Xn=1 (Hn)2n3 = 72�(5)� �(2)�(3);1Xn=1 (Hn)2n5 = 6�(7) � �(2)�(5)� 52�(3)�(4);1Xn=1 (Hn)2n7 = 556 �(9)� �(2)�(7)� 72�(3)�(6)� 52�(4)�(5) + 13�(3)3;and for small even weight,

1Xn=1 H2nn6 � 1Xn=1 H(2)nn6 = 9112�(8)�8�(3)�(5)+�(2)�(3)2;1Xn=1 H2nn8 � 1Xn=1 H(2)nn8 = 47340 �(10)�10�(3)�(7)�5�(5)2+�(4)�(3)2+2�(2)�(3)�(5);with the following exceptional evaluations for theweights f4; 6g:1Xn=1 (Hn)2n2 = 174 �(4);1Xn=1 (Hn)2n4 = 9724�(6)� 2�(3)2: (4–1)



Flajolet and Salvy: Euler Sums and Contour Integral Representations 25A = (�1)p1+p2�(p1)�(p2)�(q) + (�1)p1�(p1)Sp2;q + (�1)p2�(p2)Sp1;qB = Xi+j+2k=p1(�1)j�j + q � 1q � 1 ��p2 + i� 1p2 � 1 ��(�1)p2+iSp2+i;q+j + �(p2 + i)�(q + j)��(2k)C = Xi+j+2k=p2(�1)j�j + q � 1q � 1 ��p1 + i� 1p1 � 1 ��(�1)p1+iSp1+i;q+j + �(p1 + i)�(q + j)��(2k)D = Xj+2k=p1+p2(�1)j�j + q � 1q � 1 ��(2k)�(q + j)E = (�1)p1+p2+q��Sp1;p2+q � Sp2;p1+q � �(p1)Sp2;q � �(p2)Sp1;q+�(p1 + p2 + q) + �(p1 + q)�(p2) + �(p2 + q)�(p1) + �(p1)�(p2)�(q)�F = �(p1 + p2 + q) + (�1)p2 Xi+2k=p1+q �p2 + i� 1p2 � 1 ��(p2 + i)�(2k)+(�1)p1 Xi+2k=p2+q �p1 + i� 1p1 � 1 ��(p1 + i)�(2k)+(�1)p1+p2 Xi1+i2+2k=q �p1 + i1 � 1p1 � 1 ��p2 + i2 � 1p2 � 1 ��(p1 + i1)�(p2 + i2)�(2k):The summands in the evaluation of Theorem 4.2.The sum S12;q is also related to the triple zetafunction �(1; 1; q) sinceS12;q � Sq;2 = 2�(1; 1; q) � �(q + 2) + Sq+1;1;as shown by an elementary computation. Thus, thestatement is equivalent to a reduction of �(1; 1; q)to double zetas.
General quadratic sumsA more general reduction results from the kernel (p1�1)(�s)(p1 � 1)!  (p2�1)(�s)(p2 � 1)! � cot �s; (4–2)but it involves a parity restriction on the weightbecause of its trigonometric factor.
Theorem 4.2. If p1 + p2 + q is even, and p1 > 1,p2 > 1, q > 1, the quadratic sumsSp1p2;q =Xn�1 H(p1)n H(p2)nnq

are reducible to linear sums. We have�(�1)p1+p2+q + 1�Sp1p2;q= �A+ 2(�1)p2B + 2(�1)p1C + 2D �E + 2F;where the quantities A;B;C;D;E; F are de�ned inthe box above and the sums are over all indices � 0.The value �(0) =� 12 should be used and �(1) shouldbe replaced by 0 whenever it occurs.
Proof. Use the kernel of (4{2). The quantity Frepresents�R �s�q (p1�1)(�s)(p1 � 1)!  (p2�1)(�s)(p2 � 1)! � cot �s� ;that is estimated as a Taylor coe�cient. The otherquantities represent combined contributions of thepoles at s = �n. �A similar, and slightly simpler, expression holdswhen either i= 1 or j = 1, in which case one shouldreplace  (0)(�s) by  (�s) + .



26 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 1Kernel Reduction Order( (�s) + )2 S1;r 1 Reduction, all r (Thm. 2.2) (p�1)(�s)� cot�s Sp;q 1 Reduction, odd weight p+ q (Thm. 3.1)( (j)(�s))2 S2j+1;q ; : : : ; Sj+1;q+j 1 Relations, even weight (Eqs. (3{1), (3{2))( (�s) + )3 S12;q � S2;q 2 Reduction, any weight (i�1)(�s) (j�1)(�s)� cot�s Sij;k 7! fSa;bg 2 Reduction of order, even weight (Thm. 4.2)( (�s) + )4 S13;q � 3S1 2;q 3 Reduction, any weight (Thm. 5.1)
TABLE 1. A summary of kernels and the corresponding reductions.As is well known, the multiple zeta functions sat-isfy shu�e relations that generalize the symmetryrelation (1{2). For instance,�(a)�(b; c) = �(a; b; c) + �(a+b; c) + �(b; a; c)+ �(b; a+c) + �(b; c; a) (4–3)for a > 1 and c > 1, as seen by considering allways of interlacing the vector arguments (a) and(b; c). The conjunction of the theorem and shuf-e relations, provides a simple proof of \half" ofthe main result of [Borwein and Girgensohn 1996],according to which all triple zeta values of evenweight are reducible to double zeta values. Thereductions obtained are in addition explicit doubleconvolutions of simple and double zeta values.

Corollary 4.3 [Borwein and Girgensohn 1996]. Forc > 1, triple zeta values �(a; b; c) whose weight a+b+ c is even are reducible to double zeta values orequivalently to linear Euler sums.
Proof. It su�ces to consider the trivially modi�edquadratic sumsT (i; j; k) := 1Xn=1H(i)n�1H(j)n�1 1nk= Sij;k � Sj;k+i � Si;k+j + �(i+ j + k)= �(i; j; k) + Si+j;k + �(j; i; k):Assume �rst that j > 1; k > 1 is granted. Then,from the shu�e relations with a = k, b = i, andc = j, we �nd

�(i; j; k) = �(k)�(i; j) � �(k+i; j) � �(i; k+j)� ��(k; i; j) + �(i; k; j)�= �(k)�(i; j) � �(k+i; j) � �(i; k+j)� �T (i; j; k) � �(i+j; k) � �(i+j+k)�:The dual case when i > 1 is treated by the substi-tutions a = k, b = j, and c = i. If both i and jequal 1, then the reduction is attained by the com-putation of S12;k. �It is believed that no reduction holds in general fortriple zetas of odd weights [Borwein and Girgen-sohn 1996]. Actually, starting at (odd) weight 11,it seems that �(5; 3; 3) is independent of single zetavalues. (Such properties can be approached heuris-tically by means of linear integer dependency algo-rithms based on lattice reduction or related tech-niques.) However, for the exceptional odd weightsf5; 7; 9g, all triple zeta values are now known tobe reducible to polynomials in single zetas: thisis the other \half" of the main result of [Borweinand Girgensohn 1996] already referred to that weextend a little bit further in Section 6. An indirectconsequence to be discussed in the next section isthe reduction of the cubic sums S13;q correspondingto special quadruple zeta values.
5. CUBIC AND HIGHER ORDER EULER SUMSFor higher degree sums, like the cubicS13;q := 1Xn=1 (Hn)3nq ;



Flajolet and Salvy: Euler Sums and Contour Integral Representations 27it is natural to consider the kernels ( (�s) + )4and ( (�s) + )3� cot �s. Cross products start toproliferate but the relations obtained at the previ-ous steps help reduce many of the sums.
Theorem 5.1. (i) For odd weights, the cubic combi-nation S13;q � 3S1 2;q is expressible in terms ofzeta values.(ii) For even weights, both S13;q and S1 2;q are re-ducible to S2;q+1 and to polynomials in zeta val-ues.
Proof. Let r(s); r1(s) satisfy the conditions of (2{5),and suppose additionally that r1(s) is odd. Thena direct residue computation gives�R �( (�s)+)4r(s)�=4 1Xn=1 r(n)�(Hn)3�3HnH(2)n �+6 1Xn=1 r0(n)(Hn)2+ 1Xn=1 4�H(3)n �3�(2)Hn��(3)�r(n)�4 1Xn=1�H(2)n +�(2)�r0(n)+2Hnr00(n)+ r000(n)6and�R �( (�s)+)3� cot(�s)r1(s)�=�6 1Xn=1r1(n)HnH(2)n +3 1Xn=1(Hn)2�r1(n)n +r01(n)�+3 1Xn=1�H(3)n ��4�(2)+ 1n2�Hn��(3)+ 13n3�r1(n)� 1Xn=1�3H(2)n +5�(2)�r01(n)+ 32Hnr001 (n)+ r0001 (n)6These formul� complement the ones in the box onpage 24.Instantiating the �rst identity to r(s) = s�q witheven q and appealing to relations (S4), (S6) and(S7) of page 24 yields the �rst part of the theo-rem. The second identity is an explicit version ofthe quadratic reductions discussed in the previoussection; it permits to dispose of the sum S1 2;q that

reduces to the linear sums S2;q+1 for even weight.Instantiating it to r(s) = s�q with odd q yields thesecond part of the theorem. �For even weight, we thus have an in�nite collectionof explicit reductions, including some that werepresented as conjectural in Table 4 of [Bailey et al.1994]:1Xn=1 (Hn)3n5 � 114 1Xn=1 H(2)nn6 = 46932 �(8)�16�(3)�(5)+ 32�(2)�(3)2;1Xn=1 (Hn)3n7 � 134 1Xn=1 H(2)nn8 = 56120 �(10)� 474 �(5)2� 492 �(7)�(3)+3�(2)�(3)�(5)+ 154 �(3)2�(4);1Xn=1 (Hn)3n9 � 154 1Xn=1 H(2)nn10 = 106034522112 �(12)�33�(5)�(7)�35�(3)�(9)� 14�(3)4+ 32�(2)�(5)2+ 214 �(3)2�(6)+ 152 �(3)�(4)�(5)+3�(2)�(3)�(7):
Corollary 5.2. The cubic sums S13;q of weights f5; 6;7; 9g are reducible to zeta values:1Xn=1 (Hn)3(n+1)2 = 152 �(5)+�(2)�(3);1Xn=1 (Hn)3(n+1)3 = � 3316�(6)+2�(3)2;1Xn=1 (Hn)3(n+1)4 = 11916 �(7)� 334 �(3)�(4)+2�(2)�(5);1Xn=1 (Hn)3(n+1)6 = 19724 �(9)� 334 �(4)�(5)� 378 �(3)�(6)+�(3)3+3�(2)�(7):(The forms given are those of [Bailey et al. 1994].)
Proof. We only indicate briey the chain of reduc-tions. For weight 6, this results from the evaluationof S2;4 in (4{1). For weight 5, the evaluation followsfrom Ho�man's [Ho�man 1992] complete reductionof multiple zetas in the case of all weights � 6. Forthe odd weights f7; 9g, the reduction follows from



28 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 1the Borwein{Girgensohn result after which triplezetas are reducible to double and single zetas forall weights � 10. Alternatively, one may use reduc-tion by any maximal system of relations presentedin Section 6. �
Higher Degree Euler SumsLinear Euler sums reduce to zeta values in the caseof an odd weight, while quadratic Euler sums re-duce to linear sums (double zeta values) in the caseof an even weight. We prove here a result to thee�ect that such reductions of order are general.
Theorem 5.3. (i) For odd weight w = i + j + k + l,all cubic sums Sijk;l reduce to combinations ofEuler sums of order at most 2.(ii)More generally , a nonlinear Euler sumSi1i2���ir ;qreduces to a combination of sums of lower orderswhenever the weight i1+ i2+ � � �+ ir+ q and theorder r are of the same parity .
Proof. We start with the case of cubic sums andadopt the kernel�i;j;k = 1(i� 1)! (j � 1)! (k � 1)!�  (i�1)(�s) (j�1)(�s) (k�1)(�s)� cot �s;which is applied to r(s) = s�l. The expansion ats = m,1(i�1)! (i�1)(�s) = 1(s�m)i+H(i)m +(�1)i�(i)+� � � ;implies that the sum of residues at positive integersis of the form Sijk;l + T , where T is a combinationof quadratic sums. The expansion at s = �m,1(i� 1)! (i�1)(�s) = (�1)i�1�H(i)m�1 � �(i)�+ � � � ;implies that the sum of residues at negative inte-gers is of the form (�1)i+j+k+l�3Sijk;l+U , where Uis a combination of quadratic sums. We thus havea reduction of order whenever the weight is odd.

The general case follows along the very samelines. �Broadhurst has made a conjecture (see [Borweinand Girgensohn 1996]) of a shape similar to ourstatement but concerning multiple zeta values in-stead. In the case of quadratic sums, we have atleast seen that the shu�e relations entail a cor-responding reduction for all triple zeta values. Itdoes not seem that Broadhurst's conjecture can bededuced, even partially, from our theorem.
6. MODELS OF EULER SUM IDENTITIESVarious approaches have been developed for Eulersums evaluations. We discuss here general methodsand leave aside methods based on de�nite integralsand polylogarithms of which De Doelder's paper[1991] is typical. Our purpose here is to obtaincomplete models for low weights and at the sametime examine the power of various frameworks pro-posed, including the residue method.
Shuffle RelationsThese are relations that generalize the symmetryrelation (shu�e of order 2) of (1{2) and the partic-ular shu�e of order 3 of (4{3). Consideration of theproduct of two multiple zeta functions �(u); �(v),with u;v denoting arbitrary vectors of integers,gives the relation�(u) � �(v) = Xw2uxv �(w); (6–1)where (uxv) is the shu�e of vectors u;v, that is,the set of vectors de�ned recursively by(a�u) x (b�v)= a��ux(b�v)� [ b��(a�u)xv� [ (a+b)�(uxv):Here the dot operation is the concatenation of vec-tors (extended to sets in the usual way) and alloperations are taken in the sense of multisets so asto preserve multiplicities.Equation (6{1) simply expresses all possible in-terlacings of indices when a product is expanded by



Flajolet and Salvy: Euler Sums and Contour Integral Representations 29distributivity. The shu�e relations are similar tosymmetric function identities studied by Ho�man[1992] and, as noted by Zagier [1994], they implythat the linear space spanned by the multiple zetavalues forms a ring.We denote by � the set of linear relations thatarise from shu�es.
DualityDuality is a surprising property �rst conjectured in[Ho�man 1992] and proved in [Zagier 1994] upon asuggestion of Kontsevich. It is expressed by meansof an encoding by binary vectors of multiple zetavalues: given a vector u=(u1; : : : ; uk), its encodingis �(u1; u2; : : : ; uk) := 10u1�110u2�1 � � � 10uk�1;where 0k means 0 repeated k times. We then in-troduce the quantitiesH(U) := �(�(�1)U);that are de�ned for all binary vectors starting witha 1 and ending with a 0. De�ne the reverse-com-plement of a binary vector U = "1"2 � � � "l as U? ="l "l�1 � � � "1; where " = 1� ". Then Ho�man's du-ality principle states thatH(U) = H(U?): (6–2)This relation groups the multiple zetas into equalpairs and, for instance, implies that�(2; 3; 4) = H(101001000) = H(111011010)= �(1; 1; 2; 1; 2; 2):The proof sketched in [Zagier 1994] is based onthe multiple integral representationH("1; : : : ; "k) = Z � � � Z0<t1<���<tk<1 d"1 t1 � � � d"k tk;d0t = dtt ; d1t = dt1� t ;and on the change of variables uj = 1� tj .

We denote by � the set of linear relations thatarise from duality.
Partial Fraction ExpansionsThe Euler{Nielsen method, of which an idea wasgiven at the beginning of Section 3, applies to dou-ble zetas [Nielsen 1906], and, as established byMarkett [1994] and by Borwein and Girgensohn[1996], it can be extended to triple zetas. We let �2and �3 denote the linear relations that arise fromthis mechanism in the case of zetas of multiplicities2 and 3.
Residue RelationsWe have designed a program in system Maplethat computes relations on Euler sums that resultfrom any kernel that is a polynomial form in  functions and their derivatives. We denote by Rthe set of relations that arise from such kernels ap-plied to 1=sq; see Section 2 and the box on page 20.Our program allows the exhaustive investigationof the relations deriving from the residue methodapplied to Euler sums of a �xed given weight. Wehave examined the dimension of the spaces of lin-ear relations that result from any combination ofthe rules �;�;�2;�3; R for all weights up to 10.This can be viewed as a supplement to Ho�man'sinvestigations who obtained a complete basis of re-lations between multiple zetas for weights � 6.First, the linear relations implied by the rules�;�;�2;�3; R take place a priori in the space ofproducts of multiple zetas with total weight w. Theshu�e relations reduce these products into linearcombinations of multiple zetas of weight w, form-ing a space whose dimension is 2w�2. There are Ewdistinct Euler sums, where1Xw=2Ewzw = z21�z 1Yj=1 11�zj= z2+2z3+4z4+7z5+12z6+19z7+30z8+45z9+67z10+97z11+ � � � ;



30 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 1and standard estimates on the number of partitionsimply that Ew = eO(pw).We seek reductions of Euler sums into linearcombinations of monomials in single zeta valueswhose number �w satis�es1Xw=0�wzw = 11�z2 1Yj=1 11�z2j+1= 1+z2+z3+z4+2z5+2z6+3z7+3z8+5z9+5z10+7z11+8z12+ � � � :The growth order of �w is again eO(pw), thoughwith a smaller exponential rate than Ew. These�w (presumably Q -linearly independent) monomi-als span the space of \closed-form" expressions.Thus, the numbers of multiple zeta forms, Eulersums, and polyzeta forms satisfy2w�2 � Ew � �w:Therefore, one should not expect on these groundsall multiple zetas nor even all Euler sums to re-duce to combinations of zeta monomials. In otherwords, closed form is exceptional for an Euler sum.Zagier has conducted extensive numerical com-putations of multiple zeta values of all weights upto 12 and has examined the apparent Q -linear de-pendencies that result. Based on these compu-tations and other algebraic arguments, he conjec-tures that the dimension dw is given by the recur-rence dw = dw�2 + dw�3, d2 = d3 = d4 = 1, so1Xw=2dwzw = 11�z2�z3= 1+z2+z3+z4+2z5+2z6+3z7+4z8+5z9+7z10+9z11+12z12+ � � � :The growth of dw is of the approximate form dw �1:32471w .Thus, modulo Zagier's conjecture, the dimensionof the Q -linear space of multiple zeta values liessomewhere in between the (large) number 2w�2 ofmultiple zetas and the (small) number �w of closed-

form monomials. What is remarkable, however, isthat there is almost coincidence of dw and �w forweights < 10, the di�erence d8 � �8 = 1 being ac-counted for by the occurrence of the (probably)irreducible S2;6. Based on our program, we haveveri�ed the reductions implied by Zagier's conjec-ture for all weights up to 9. (We do not claim muchoriginality for the next result: it is largely a veri�-cation based on techniques introduced by Ho�man,Zagier, Markett, Borwein and Girgensohn.)
Theorem 6.1. All multiple zetas of weight � 9 arereducible to Q -linear combinations of single zetamonomials with the addition of fS2;6g for weight 8.
Proof. Solve the linear systems deriving from theshu�e relations �, duality �, partial fractions �2and �3, and residues R. �
Corollary 6.2. All Euler sums of the form S1p;q forweights p+ q 2 f3; 4; 5; 6; 7; 9g are expressible poly-nomially in terms of zeta values. For weight 8,all such sums are the sum of a polynomial in zetavalues and a rational multiple of S2;6.This corollary provides a justi�cation of identitiesdiscovered experimentally by Bailey et al. [1994].In passing, the computations underlying Theo-rem 6.1 allow one to delineate the power of var-ious reduction principles. First, duality reducesby about a half the number of independent multi-ple zetas to be considered since it provides a num-ber �w of nontrivial linear equalities that satis�es�w = 2w�3 when w is odd and �w = 2w�3 � 2w=2�2when w is even. Next, the shu�e relations reduceall the products of multiple zetas to linear combi-nations of multiple zetas. Besides, the shu�e rela-tions induce linear relations on multiple zetas. Forinstance, since �(1; 2) = �(3), the products of theseby �(2) once expanded by the shu�e relations yield�(2; 1; 2) + 2�(1; 2; 2) + �(1; 4)� �(2; 3)� �(5) = 0:The Nielsen relations �2 appear to provide bw=2cindependent linear relations of weight w, which isnot much. Also, for odd weight, these relationsare implied by the residue relations R as expressed



Flajolet and Salvy: Euler Sums and Contour Integral Representations 31weight w � � �2 �3 R total 2w�2 � dw3 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 (�2); (�); (R)4 0 1 2 1 2 3 3 (�2;�); (�2;�3); (�2; R); (�3; R)5 1 4 2 3 5 6 6 (�2;�); (�3;�); (R;�); (�3; R)6 5 6 3 6 10 14 14 (�2;�); (�3;�); (R;�)7 12 16 3 10 17 29 29 (�3;�)8 31 28 4 15 31 60 60 (�3;�); (R;�)9 68 64 4 21 45 123 123 (�3;�; R)10 151 120 5 27 75 248 249 (�3;�); (R;�)
TABLE 2. Rank of relations versus weight. Each set of relations generates a vector space of linear relations onthe multiple zetas. For each weight, we indicate the dimension of this space, which gives a measure of the powerof the relations.by Theorem 3.1. The Markett relations �3 seemto induce O(w2) independent linear relations ofweight w. In Table 2, we give the dimension ofthe vector space of linear relations induced by therule �; we also give the dimension of the linearrelations induced by �2, �3, �, and R once lin-earized by the shu�e relations. The total dimen-sion of the space of relations we get is indicated inthe next column. It is to be compared with thevalue 2w�2 � dw implied by Zagier's conjecture. Inthe last column we indicate which minimal combi-nations of relations make it possible to generate allthe known relations (in conjunction with �).An interesting aspect of the proof of Theorem 6.1is that residue relations contribute new relations tothe arsenal of currently known methods and permitto attain the limit described by Zagier's conjecturefor weights up to 9 inclusive. This is demonstratedin the last column of Table 2, where it appearsthat all 4 relations are necessary to get 123 in-dependent linear relations of weight 9 (since theweight is odd �2 is implied by R). For instance,the kernel � (s) + �3 0(�s) applied to the basefunction 1=s5 induces a relation that is not a con-sequence of the linear relations induced by the par-tial fraction relations together with duality and theshu�e relations. For weight 10, the last line of Ta-ble 2 indicates that the relations �;�;�2;�3; Rare no longer su�cient to generate all the linearrelations implied by Zagier's conjecture.

There are two computationally intensive steps inthis veri�cation, the generation of all the residuerelations and the elimination process. Eliminationis required to obtain the dimension of the space oflinear relations generated by the nonlinear shu�erelations; it has been performed by a Gr�obner basiscomputation.
7. ALTERNATING EULER SUMSWe now turn to the evaluation of alternating Eulersums by means of contour integrals. LetH(r)n := nXj=1 (�1)j�1jr ; Hn :=H(1)n = nXj=1 (�1)j�1jdenote the alternating harmonic numbers. Thereare altogether four types of linear sums:S++p;q = 1Xn=1 H(p)nnq ;S�+p;q = 1Xn=1 H(p)nnq ; S+�p;q = 1Xn=1(�1)n�1H(p)nnq ;S��p;q = 1Xn=1(�1)n�1H(p)nnq :Clearly the S++p;q are the standard Euler sums de-�ned earlier. Such numbers have been consideredby Euler, Nielsen and many others.A natural kernel for the sums of type S+� isa combination of  functions and �= sin�s, sincethe latter introduces sign alternation. Some par-ity constraints must however intervene since poles



32 Experimental Mathematics, Vol. 7 (1998), No. 1occur at positive and negative integers. The otherresults are best stated in terms of the alternatingzeta function,�(s) := 1Xn=1 (�1)n�1ns = (1� 21�s)�(s);with �(1) = log 2. Alternating harmonic numbersare introduced by the modi�ed  function,� (s) := 1Xk=0 (�1)ks+ k = 12 �s+ 12 �� 12 �s2�= 1s � log 2 + �(2)s� �(3)s2 + �(4)s3 � � � � :This is also known as Nielsen's � function; it sat-is�es� (n) = (�1)n(Hn�1 � log 2);� (s) =s!�n(�1)n� 1s+ n + (Hn � log 2) + � � ��;where n is a positive integer.The following evaluations are all found in [Sitara-machandra Rao 1987], which contains an exhaus-tive discussion of sums S��1;r together with a thor-ough bibliography. Here the identities come out assimple consequences of the process employed ear-lier for standard Euler sums.
Theorem 7.1 [Sitaramachandra Rao 1987].(i) For any weight 1 + q,2S�+1;q = 2�(q) log 2� q�(q+1) + 2�(q+1)+ qXk=1 �(k)�(q�k+1):(ii) In the case of a weight 1 + q that is odd ,2S+�1;q = (q+1)�(q+1)� �(q+1)�2 q=2�1Xk=1 �(2k)�(q+1�2k);2S��1;q = 2(�(q)+�(q)) log 2�(q+1)�(q+1)+�(q+1)+2 q=2�1Xk=1 �(2k)�(q+1�2k):

Proof. The result falls as a ripe fruit when we userespectively the kernels� (s)2; �sin�s( (�s) + );  (s)� cot �s:In the �rst case, the sign alternation of the generalterm disappears because of the squaring of  (s), sothat we get directly S�+1;q . In the other cases, twoalmost identical sums result from the residues atthe positive and negative integers, and the combi-nation involves a coe�cient of �1+ (�1)q�, so thatestimates are restricted to the case of q odd. �Notice �nally that the use of the kernel (s)( (�s) + )allows one to relate S+�1;q and S��1;q irrespective ofthe parity of the weights:S��1;q + (�1)qS+�1;q= �(q) log 2� q�1Xi=1 (�1)i�(i)�(q + 1� i):In other words, there is a new variety of constantsde�ned by�q = S+�1;2q+1 = 1Xn=1(�1)n�1 Hnn2q+1 ;where �q = 1(2q)! Z 10 log2q(z) log(1 + z)z(1 + z) dz:We have from [de Doelder 1991; Sitaramachan-dra Rao 1987]�0 = 12�(2)� 12 log2 2;�1 = �2Li4( 12) + 114 �(4) + 12�(2) log2 2� 112 log4 2� 74�(3) log 2;where Liq(z) = P1n=1 znn�q is the polylogarithm.The constant �1 is related to several of Ramanu-jan's evaluations as well as to the analysis of latticereduction [Daud�e et al. 1997] mentioned in the in-troduction. Higher order �'s are not known to berelated to classical constants.



Flajolet and Salvy: Euler Sums and Contour Integral Representations 33Nielsen, following Euler, proved relations sug-gesting that alternating sums of odd weight shouldreduce to polynomials in zeta values augmentedwith L = �(1) = log 2. This approach is developedin [Borwein et al. 1995], where it is shown that theEuler{Nielsen relations can be inverted (though ex-plicit formul� are not given).Shu�e relations analogous to (1{1),�(p)�(q) + �(p+ q) = S�+p;q + S+�q;p ;�(p)�(q) + �(p+ q) = S��p;q + S��q;p ;reduce the number of quantities to be investigated.However, since our interest is in general summa-tory formul�, we prefer to develop an approachfrom scratch.
Theorem 7.2. Let w = p+q be an odd weight . Then:
(i)
�(�1)q � (�1)p�S�+p;q is given by(�1)p�(p+q) + ((�1)p � 1)�(p)�(q)+ 2 Xj+2k=p �q+j�1q�1 ��(q+j)�(2k)+ 2(�1)p Xi+2k=q �p+i�1p�1 �(�1)i�(p+i)�(2k):

(ii) 2S+�p;q is given by�1� (�1)p��(p)��(q) + ��(p+q)

+ 2 Xj+2k=p �q+j�1q�1 �(�1)j+1�(q+j)�(2k)+ 2(�1)p Xi+2k=q �p+i�1p�1 ��(p+i)�(2k):
(iii)

�(�1)p � (�1)q�S��p;q is given by(�1)p+1�(p+q) + (1� (�1)p)�(p)�(q)+ 2 Xj+2k=p �q+j�1q�1 ��(q+j)�(2k)� 2(�1)p Xi+2k=q �p+i�1p�1 �(�1)i�(p+i)�(2k):
Proof. Just use the kernels 1(p�1)!  (p�1)(s) �sin�s ,1(p�1)!  (p�1)(s) �sin�s , 1(p�1)!  (p�1)(s)� cot �s.�
8. EXOTIC SUMSThe use of kernels involving  and its relatives isnot just restricted to Euler sums. We have cho-sen here a random sample of four types of \exotic"summatory formul� pointing the way to extensionsof the method and possibly to a new functional-ity in computer algebra systems regarding severalclasses of in�nite summations.(T1) 2 1Xn=1(�1)nr0(n) = �Rhr0(s) �sin�si(T2) 2 1Xn=1Hnr(n)� 1Xn=1�2 log 2r(n) + r0(n)� = R� 2(�s)r(s)�(T3) 2 1Xn=1(�1)nHnr0(n) + 1Xn=1(�1)n�r00(n)� r0(n)n � = �R�( (�s) + ) �sin�sr0(s)�(T4) 2 1Xn=1(�1)nHnr0(n)� 1Xn=1(�1)n�r00(n) + 2 log 2r0(n)�� r0(n)n = �R� (s)� cot �sr0(s)�General summatory formul� for alternating sums. Here r(s); r0(s) denote rational functions that satisfy theconditions of (2{5), with additionally r0(s) even.
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1. Consider the family of sumsAq := 1Xn=1 (Hn)2((2n� 1)(2n)(2n + 1))q :We claim that Aq reduces to a polynomial in zetavalues and log 2 whenever q is odd.Set r(n) = �(2n� 1)(2n)(2n + 1)��q and take qodd. By Equation (S7) on page 24, we have a �rstreduction (modulo values of  functions at � 12) toPHnr0(n) andPH(2)n r(n). The �rst sum reducesin all cases; the second sum reduces again sincer(s) is assumed to be odd. An instance is thenA3 = �1�2 1(1 2 3)3 + �1 + 12�2 1(3 4 5)3+ �1 + 12 + 13�2 1(5 6 7)3 + � � �= 4 ln3 2 + � 78�(3)� 354 � ln2 2� �4532�(4)+ 78�(3)� 98�(2)�12� ln 2 + 4564�(4)� 14�(2)� 332�(2)�(3)� 418 �(3) + 1732�(5):Several related, but simpler, identities appear inChapter 9 of Ramanujan's notebooks; see [Berndt1989].
2. Sums related to Catalan's constant have beendiscovered by Ramanujan [Berndt 1989] and fur-ther explored by Sitaramachandra Rao [1987]. Weo�er here the evaluations1Xn=1(�1)n Hn2n+ 1 = 1Xn=0 (�1)n(2n+ 1)2 � 12� log 2;1Xn=0(�1)n Hn(2n+ 1)3 = 3 1Xn=0 (�1)n(2n+ 1)4 � 716��(3)� 116�3 log 2;and the well-known1Xn=0 (�1)n(2n+ 1)3 = 132�3; 1Xn=0 (�1)n(2n+ 1)5 = 51536�5;which derive from the kernel ( (�s) + ) �sin �s .
3. The use of kernels involving i = p�1 in ar-guments of  functions leads to yet another class

of summation formul�. For instance, one has thehighly symmetrical formulasXm;n�1 1m2(m2 + n2) = 12�(2)2;Xm;n�1 1m6(m2 + n2) = �(2)�(6) � 12�(4)2;Xm;n�1 1mn3(m2 + n2) = 12�(3)2;Xm;n�1 1mn7(m2 + n2) = �(3)�(7) � 12�(5)2(with a periodicity of exponents modulo 4) fromthe kernel ( (1+is)+)( (�s)+). Zagier [1994]has studied a related but \harder" class of sums.
4. Lastly, the summation process exempli�ed bythe formulas in the boxes of pages 24 and 34 ex-tends to irrational meromorphic functions providedthey remain small on circles (or other large con-tours) on which the kernel is itself small. In thatcase, one has a relation between two types of in�-nite sums. For instance, the kernel (� cot �s) ap-plied to the functions (� coth �s)=sq yields identi-ties like1Xn=1 coth �kk3 = 7180�3; 1Xn=1 coth �kk7 = 1956700�7which were discovered by Ramanujan [Berndt 1985].
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